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First Name: Richard
Last Name: Scott
Email Address: royalcrowntowing1@gmail.com
Affiliation: royal crown towing llc

Subject: Objection of carb and EPA rulings
Comment:

This is My objection to the overreach of the EPA emission rulings
in 2024 this will cause significant cost and reliability burdens to
small businesses and citizens, cause supply chain issues also EPA
has not calculated the effects of mining for the precious metals in
electric vehicles on a vast scale and how this will affect other
parts of the world and the emissions which are admitted by mining
minerals for EVS also there's no infrastructure whatsoever for
electric semi trucks and the technology is very new and untested
and unreliable it's not feasible for interstate commerce and small
business owners to spend 400k on a truck that may last 8 years the
EPA and carb are un elected officials pushing their political
agendas on the citizens of the United States, the representatives
of these departments are not elected by the people of the US and
these laws are being forced upon the citizens of the United States
unlawfully there's no evidence that 5,000 people will be saved from
changing from diesel to electric vehicles I'm sure if the research
was done more people would die in poor counties due to the
poisoning of land and water from mining and manufacturing electric
vehicles on a massive scale in other areas of the world, water
resources would be severely depleted to wash the rocks to obtain
colbot lithium and other minerals used in batteries to replace all
the internal combustion Diesel trucks with electric vehicles 
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Best Regards 


Richard J Scott 

CEO / Founder / Operator 

(DBA Royal Crown Transport Group)

Royal Crown Towing LLC

USDOT 3325327

MC 1058802


Tel1: 702-689-5716

Web: www.royalcrowntransportgroup.com

Email: royalcrowntowing1@gmail.com
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